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Abstract: The Integrated Language Arts Curriculum Framework (ILACF) adopted by the new K-12 system in 
the Philippines promises a language pedagogy that does not only focus on improving the communicative 
competence but also the critical literacy and multicultural literacy and global awareness of students for them to 
be more locally and globally competitive to meet current higher education and employment demands 
(SEAMEO-INNOTECH, 2012). This paper would like to prove that the inclusion of non-native English literary 
texts in English for Young Learners (EYL) program, particularly in the high school level, can suitably address 
K-12’s goals. Also, this paper recommends a balanced representation of native and non-native English literary 
texts for students to (1) be critically aware of the “Englishes” used across cultures, (2) be motivated to express 
their personal and national/local identity in their “own” English (3) find and accept their “third place” between 
their native culture and the new culture (Kramsch, 1993), and (4) appreciate and respect cultural diversity. 
Ultimately, it is hoped that through these critical pedagogical practices teachers and students would finally be 
liberated from a colonialist English pedagogy they had all been accustomed to.
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Introduction
Non-native English literary texts are often disqualified as “real” literature, as what Kachru (1989) 
would hear English teachers say (p. 149), undeserving to be used as an effective springboard for teaching 
standard American/British and academic English grammar and vocabulary. Another setback was related by 
Vethamani (1996): 
Teachers are often quite happy using the safe and tried texts that they have used over the years with 
their students. It is also not uncommon that these were the very same texts that they had studied as students. 
Consequently, selections of texts limited to English and American literary works have become their traditional 
source for teaching, and other invaluable resources which are readily available in new literary traditions in 
English are neglected. (p. 204)
This was the reality in English pedagogy in the Philippines during the RBEC (Revised Basic Education 
Curriculum) and SEC (Secondary Education Curriculum) days. But in the current trends in EFL/ESL teaching 
and the new K-12 system implemented in the Philippines in 2012, can these non-native English literatures finally 
have their rightful place?
K-12 and the Integrated Language Arts Curriculum Framework (ILACF)
 The Integrated Language Arts Curriculum Framework (ILACF) used under the new K-12 system 
primarily focuses on the critical literacy skills of the students, still placed alongside with communicative 
competence. Moreover, it gives equal attention given to understanding cultures along with the understanding 
knowledge, processes, and strategies. Second, aside from the macro-skills (reading, listening and speaking, 
viewing, and writing), thinking skill—or what McRae (1996) mentioned as the “taken-for-granted fifth skill” in 
English classes (p. 23)—is now deemed an essential component  in all the macro-skills (and not taken as a 
separate macro-skill). In short, critical and multicultural literacy are equally important, rather than “functional 
literacy for all” in the SEC 2010 English curriculum.
Thus, this paper would like to illustrate how English for Young Learners (EYL) teachers could use non-
native English literary texts (with Chinua Achebe’s 1970 short story “Civil Peace” as sample text) in their 
English classes as they could be suitable instruments in developing students’ 21st century skills such as 
communicative competence, creativity, and critical and multicultural literacy.
Achieving Communicative Competence
Talib (1992), who advocated the use of non-native texts in ELT, used Catherine Lim’s “The Taximan’s 
Story” (written in Singaporean colloquial English [SCE]) as a means for students to improve their linguistic 
competence by asking students to use the standard American/British language when they try to translate certain 
SCE expressions in the story to fellow students or to their teacher. The same could be done in teaching “Civil 
Peace” and other non-native English texts. First, after the pre-reading activity/ies, teachers could ask students to 
read the short story and try to comprehend as many details as they can. However, teachers should expect that the 
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students will not be able to grasp the entire meaning of the story on first reading because of the small part written 
in Nigerian Pidgin English (NPE).
Next, the teacher could provide students with vocabulary, grammar, and even research (individual or 
group) activities that would require them to find out on their own the meaning of the idiosyncratic words in NPE 
that cannot be found in standard American/British or Philippine English. Teachers could first encourage them 
not to look at print or online dictionary in finding the meaning of NPE words and let them figure out the meaning 
through context clues. For instance, in the sentence “We no be bad tief. We no like for make trouble. Trouble 
done finish. War done finish and all the katakata wey de for inside. No Civil War again. This time na Civil 
Peace. No be so?,” the students would easily understand the meaning because they can simply substitute no with 
“not,” “thief” for tief, and No be so? with “Isn’t that so?” The context of the sentences can also be easily 
understood because of how Achebe described the chaotic situation of the characters after the Nigerian Civil War 
in the exposition of the story.
Then, after the students have tried their best to understand the meaning of the words through context 
clues, they could search the meaning of the difficult NPE words through print (if available in their library) and/or 
online Nigerian Pidgin English dictionaries such as NgEX.com, nigeriandictionary.com, and onlinenigeria.com. 
If they are still not sufficient, they have to resourcefully devise other ways on how to search the answers using 
the internet. They can also be taught how to use credible forums and online journals that talk about NPE or 
Nigerian culture to accomplish this vocabulary exercise. Through this activity, they would discover, for example, 
that the NPE word wetin means “what is,” katakata means “trouble” or “commotion,” pass means “more than,” 
the preposition for means “in/at,” and soja means “soldier” (Babawilly, 2001). Thus, new words can be added in 
their word bank, even more expanded because they are not only confined to mastering standard American/British 
English words but also other words from other Englishes. 
Teachers could even introduce pidgin as a form of simplified language (depending on the language 
learning capability of the students) and eventually familiarize students with Filipinos’ own English pidgins such 
as the ones used by affluent students studying in prestigious schools in the city (what is called Conyo English,
similar with how NPE is becoming a popular language among Nigerian undergraduates) and by some 
homosexuals (gay lingo or swardspeak) to cope with social discrimination through their own code of 
communication (Lim, 2009).
Moreover, teachers could also use some sentences from “Civil Peace” and other non-native texts to 
teach certain grammar lessons, and then later on allow students to transform some sentences from other 
Englishes into standard American/British ones. For example, to make students apply their knowledge of  
Subject-Verb Agreement, specifically rules for plural subjects, the teacher can ask students to transform the 
sentence “Now make we talk business. We no be bad tief. We no like for make trouble” into standard 
American/British sentences in English. Through this, the students would know the difference of both variety in 
terms of structure, but not necessarily distinguishing standard American/British English as the superior English; 
at the same time, this could give more opportunities for students to master their grammar to be more 
communicatively competent. More important, according to Dr. Elineth Elizabeth Suarez, an English professor 
from Miriam College and Ateneo de Manila University, the students must be made aware that what might be 
“erroneous” English for Filipinos or for native users might be an idiosyncratic feature of other Englishes 
(personal communication, July, 2013).
Developing Critical Thinking and Creativity
After focusing on language structure, the teacher can ask next why they think Achebe chose to make the 
Nigerian thieves speak that way in the text. By including this in the discussion, the students would be aware that 
some writers do this to authentically portray their people and their language and culture, while some, to assert 
their own national identity as compared to how the Westerners (and even the rest of the world) stereotypically 
perceive them to be. Teachers could further extend this discussion by asking students in what way some 
Filipinos (writers or not) express their Filipino identity through English. They could also ask students to bring 
samples of texts (e.g., print ads, songs, quotes, etc.), even their own works, that demonstrate this and the students 
could share their discovery or output with the class. Through this, the students would learn that using English is 
also one of the Filipinos’ means of showing their uniqueness as a people.
Secondly, the students could be given opportunities to explore their ‘third place’ or their position that 
“grows in the interstices between the cultures the learner grew up with and the new cultures he or she is being 
introduced to” (Kramsch, 1993, p. 257). Teachers could extend the lesson by designing reflection activities or 
class discussions that will allow students to ponder upon their attitude towards being caught in the middle of two 
languages, English and Filipino (and even for some, three, if these two are not their native tongue). Teachers can 
ask some reflection questions such as the following: 
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1. Do you feel comfortable or uncomfortable about using (1) Filipino, (2) English, (3) your own dialect, 
(4) your “own” English when communicating with others? 
2. Do you feel torn or confused between/among these two/three languages? 
3. Does this affect how you see yourself as a Filipino and as a person? 
Kramsch also mentioned that it is the learner’s responsibility to locate where their third place is (Ibid.), but they 
would not know that a third place exists unless equally informed and critical teacherswould show them that there 
is indeed one that they can own and explore. 
Furthermore, the students’ linguistic creativity can also be honed, knowing that they can use their 
“own” English that would best express their own culture and identity, not only in creative or academic writing, 
but also in everyday, practical situations, like in persuading, teaching, or interacting with different people, both 
offline or online. For example, after asking students to bring samples of text that show how Filipinos express 
themselves uniquely in their own English, students could be asked to write or present their own short skits, 
poems, print ads, songs, and many others that would show how Filipinos at their age use English differently not 
only from the older generation, but even from other people within and outside the country. However, teachers 
have to emphasize here that their use of language must have a definite purpose and must suit the context given in 
the task. 
Understanding Cultures
 Teachers could show this excerpt written in NPE during the pre-reading stage and ask students about 
their perceptions of Nigerians (or non-Western people in general), most especially when they encounter them in 
public places, and also the way they speak in English. It would not be surprising if some students would share 
how they feel uncomfortable dealing with them because of how they were influenced to think and feel this way 
by the media, or perhaps by their families and friends. After reading the story, teachers could invite students to 
re-think about the way they regard Nigerians (and other non-Western people). They could ask them to identify 
Filipinos’ similarities with them in terms of history, government, culture, and many other aspects. Through this, 
students would realize that it is pointless to discriminate the Nigerians and even other races different from us, 
thus, they should have even more respect and appreciation for their uniqueness as a people, as much as they 
respect their own countrymen. This could be further practiced through extended activities such as exposing 
students to culturally-laden listening texts like lectures, oral performances, or storytelling done by non-native 
English speakers for the students to be more familiar with different English accents, pronunciation, vocabulary, 
and most important, the culture of the speaker. 
Teachers could also provide oral or written tasks that would allow them to exercise how to 
communicate with other non-native English speakers, even with the use of technology. Here, the students’ 
flexibility and adaptability are also tested and enhanced which would come more handy to them when they 
choose to work for BPO centers or international companies in the country, study or work abroad, or even in just 
interacting with foreigners who work, or for many, study in the country because of the inexpensive education, 
specifically English education, that is offered in the country.
English for Borderless Knowledge  
In sum, this paper asserts that the kind of literary texts and activities that could be considered relevant, 
practical, and suitable to meet the new K-12 goals are those that would open the eyes of the students in the real 
politics of the use of English in the country and across the globe and that would encourage them to use English 
to their advantage in effectively (not just fluently and accurately) communicating with different English users 
considering their specific context and  purpose. 
Kachru (1986), though he strongly persuades English teachers to use non-native texts, he warns them 
that choosing these texts also require considering the appropriateness of the text for the learner in terms of 
variety, register, author, and text, as well as the nativization technique used by the writer such as lexical 
innovations, translation equivalence, contextual redefinition of some English lexical terms, and rhetorical and 
functional styles employed (pp. 147-148). Thus, finding a place for non-native texts in English in EYL classes in 
the country under the new K-12 system would lead students towards a more scrupulous, yet fulfilling and more 
pragmatic pursuit for limitless knowledge. As students become more exposed to the inevitable intertextuality laid 
bare by these non-native texts—no matter what variety of English it uses—the more they would learn more 
about themselves and their world. Ultimately, it is hoped that Filipino students in more receptive EYL classes 
will experience a kind of freedom that, in the late Nelson Mandela’s words, does “not merely [involve] cast[ing] 
off one's chains, but [allow them] to live in a way that respects and enhances the freedom of others" (as cited in 
“Nelson Mandela famous quotes,” 2013).
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